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Createspace, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Adrian Kahler is the Shadowmaster, a
psychologist turned detective. He has a Sherlock Holmes intellect, extrasensory perception that
rivals Doctor Stephen Strange, and an ability to manipulate computers that even Steve Jobs would
envy. From his fortress-like home, high above the Chesapeake Bay, he directs his two operatives.
Stanley Egor is a former Navy SEAL who presents the visual impact of a Polish Shaquille O Neal.
Barry Sandler is a young empath, unable to control his evolving gift. He is an everyman caught
between two supermen, Kahler with his extrasensory perception and Egor with his lethal SEAL
skills. Barry says of himself, My only useful talent is stubbornness. An invisible killer is stalking
congressmen in Washington, D.C. The investigation leads to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. There Barry and Egor encounter Joanna Dembrowski, director of the
Extraterrestrial Intelligence Project. She is supervising construction of the world s most powerful
radio telescope. Her hope is to download knowledge from more advanced civilizations. A lethal
knife, wielded by an invisible killer, appears out of nowhere and cuts down Joanna...
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ReviewsReviews

It is simple in study easier to fully grasp. It is definitely basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know
that this is actually the finest publication i have got read inside my own life and could be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Destiny Walsh-- Destiny Walsh

Most of these ebook is the ideal pdf readily available. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Jordy Kihn-- Prof. Jordy Kihn
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